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To Dam or not to Dam?

This
or
this

?
Ridge Park Dam Wall
with plants in it.

April 6th 2010
Unley Road From Culvert St

Tennis club plans to save by using GAP
Recycled water at about a third of the price!
Dear Michael
Our Club at Unley Oval hopes to save about $4,000 per
annum by watering its 6 lawn tennis courts with recycled
water from the Glenelg Treatment Plant. ………
Water is our second-biggest operating cost, and by reducing it we can charge lower fees for players and encourage
more Unley residents to enjoy lawn tennis on our beautiful
courts. It's great environmentally as well, using less water
from the Murray. And we'll save on fertilizer costs because the water already contains some ammonium nitrate
and other beneficial "contaminants".
We appreciate your own part in facilitating this win-win
outcome. Michael Gerrard President Unley Lawn Tennis
Well done Unley Tennis Club!
A great email
Why not join the club and play lawn tennis?

The Ridge Park Water scheme is
now operating providing downstream irrigation. With the completion of the dam pictured, it will deliver 65% more water and
save Unley in a 1 in a 100 year flood! Pictured is a one in five year flood. At the moment we are 60% self sufficient and after
the dam we will be 80% using recycled water at considerable savings for the environment and our rates.
Unley Oval is using both, Ridge Park water
or GAP water. Other parks and reserves
between Ridge Park and Unley Oval will be
brought on-line over the next several
weeks.
I believe this is an outcome that we can
be proud of and is worth celebrating.

Order of Australia

Thank you for your good wishes and
congratulations. Being made a member of the Order of Australia actually recognises the work of so many who have been involved with me
in Unley and beyond.
Awards can help build community. It was my pleasure to nominate
Trudie Cain as our Unley citizen of the year in 2009 and serve on the
selection committee for others in subsequent years. Looking back we
have achieved some stunning outcomes for Unley.

Government House April 2014 with son
Chris daughter Angela & wife, Ros

King William Road Plans
King William Road is a destination
shopping centre and planning is under
way to enable the precinct to become a
Shared Use Zone. Planning is dominated by people placing
pedestrian refuges and
cycling paths whilst
driving their cars. We
have a refuge 80 metres
away from where pedestrians want to cross
located north of Union
Street. We have maps
showing that pedestrians walk down Arthur
St or drive their cars to
get across the road and
then walk!
It is indeed amazing
how the car dominates the outcome
and is ignored in the concept selling
phase. Email me to be in the loop.

Public Memorials

Unley and
Mitcham councils are co owners of Centennial
Park. The gardens are beautiful with memorials in secure locations. Today people spread
the ashes of loved ones in many public places.
The photo shows some
memorials just off Melbourne Street North Adelaide. Small, discreet and
full of meaning. What do
you think about Unley
parks and gardens selling
memorial
spots, not to
dominate
but to enrich.?

Other issues
Unley Oval

Email for more info

I have supported all motions voting to put our
ideas out for a wide community engagement.

Unley Central Planning
this involves the oval but much more.

Cycle ways so often
these are planned by people in cars. It’s good to
see our staff on bikes to
gain the reality as more
people ride to work,
school and play.

Greenhill Road median strip improvements.

Changing development rules

are released for a genuine public consultation.
Residential Character, Growth Areas & Council
Wide Residential Policy Development Plan
Amendment . “The DPA focuses on protection of valued
neighbourhood character, while targeting new integrated
development in areas of mixed character and areas of renewal close to public transport infrastructure, centre facilities and services.”

Written submissions are due by the 22 May 2014 PO Box
1, Unley 5061. An on-line feedback form is also available
on the web-site. The DPA, may be viewed at the Council
office and libraries or on the Unley web-site – Your Say on
Development/Development Plan Amendments .
As Presiding officer I will be chairing a Public Meeting at
7 pm on 16 June 2014 at the Unley Civic Centre, Oxford
Terrace, Unley, before the Development Strategy and Policy Committee to hear personal presentations.

WORDS ARE CHEAP Rates rise again.
In June a majority of councillors voted to set a target rate first and then cut our cloth to fit. When it came to
actually implementing this only Councillors Koumi and Hughes joined with me and voted to set a target
rate . We were told that no one complains about rates.
We have raised our rates by over 40% above inflation in the past decade. This year our staff found 1.2%
savings and the motion allowed for all existing programs to continue and between 1-2% new items to be
added or our debt paid down. Some costs rise for us all, including our council...water
and electricity as well as our waste collection services. I wish you were there to hear
the debate! Unlimited money again? Even with increased costs we can do everything
as well as provide for a 3% of our budget to pay down our debts with rates rising
less than 1% above inflation. It’s not wages…. With record period of wage increases in the past decade our rate rises are 16.2% higher than wages.
ITEM 1027

MOTION – COUNCILLOR HEWITSON – RATES INCREASE 2014/15

That in framing the 2014/15 Budget, Council requests the Administration to provide options and their implications
within the target rate range of a 3.3 – 4.0 percent increase in rates. Lost with CRs Hewitson, Hughes and Koumi in
favour.

